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QUESTION 1

An administrator notices that a Windows virtual machine is using 95% CPU in Task Manager. 

Which two actions should be taken to resolve this issue? (Choose two.) 

A. Increase the memory reservation of the virtual machine. 

B. Increase the CPU Shares on the resource pool where the virtual machine resides. 

C. Decrease the CPU reservation of the virtual machine. 

D. Increase the CPU limit on the resource pool where the virtual machine resides. 

Correct Answer: BD 

Determine whether the high ready time for the virtual machine resulted from its CPU usage time reaching the CPU limit
setting. If so, increase the CPU limit on the virtual machine. 

Increase the CPU shares to give the virtual machine more opportunities to run. The total ready time on the host might
remain at the same level if the host system is constrained by CPU. If the host ready time doesn\\'t decrease, set the
CPU reservations for high-priority virtual machines to guarantee that they receive the required CPU cycles. 

Reference: https://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-4-esx-vcenter/index.jsp?topic=/com.vmware.vsphere.dcadmin.doc_41/
vsp_dc_admin_guide/performance_statistics/c_troubleshoot_cpu.html 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the Exhibit. 
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An administrator has configured Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS) groups and Affinity Rules as shown in the
Exhibit. 

Based on the exhibit, which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. If ESXi-A and ESXi-D failed, VM-A and VM-B would not failover. 

B. A new conflicting affinity rule will be disabled by default. 

C. VM-B and VM-D can run on the same hosts. 

D. The administrator must disable Rule3 in order to enable Rule4. 

Correct Answer: BD 

B-) NOTE If you use the Specify Failover Hosts admission control policy and designate multiple failover hosts, DRS
does not attempt to enforce VM-VM affinity rules for virtual machines that are running on failover hosts. D-) vSphere HA
and DRS Affinity Rules If you create a DRS affinity rule for your cluster, you can specify how vSphere HA applies that
rule during a virtual machine failover. The two types of rules for which you can specify vSphere HA failover behavior are
the following: n VM anti-affinity rules force specified virtual machines to remain apart during failover actions. n VM-Host
affinity rules place specified virtual machines on a particular host or a member of a defined group of hosts during failover
actions. When you edit a DRS affinity rule, select the checkbox or checkboxes that enforce the desired failover behavior
for vSphere HA. n HA must respect VM anti-affinity rules during failover -- if VMs with this rule would be placed together,
the failover is aborted. https://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-60/topic/com.vmware.ICbase/PDF/vsphere-esxi-vcenter-
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server-60availability-guide.pdf 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator wants to clone the configuration of an existing ESXi6.x host to a new group of hosts, but does not want
to clone storage specific settings. 

Which action would accomplish this? 

A. Remove sub-profile 

B. Revert profile 

C. Uncheck sub-profile 

D. Disable VM Storage profile 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the Exhibit. 

An administrator manages a High Availability (HA)/Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS)-enabled cluster and has
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configured the affinity rule shown in the Exhibit. 

Which two statements best describe the configuration shown in the exhibit? (Choose two.) 

A. HA will not failover Marketing to ESXi hosts that are not in the Host Group. 

B. HA will failover Marketing to ESXi hosts that are not in the Host group. 

C. DRS will attempt to keep Marketing on the ESXi host 10.21.38.106. 

D. DRS will not attempt to keep Marketing on the ESXi host 10.21.28.106. 

Correct Answer: BD 

Explanation: B and D As per exhibit Rule settings: VM-Host Affinity Rules A VM-Host affinity rule specifies whether or
not the members of a selected virtual machine DRS group can run on the members of a specific host DRS group. Unlike
a VM-VM affinity rule, which specifies affinity (or anti-affinity) between individual virtual machines, a VM-Host affinity rule
specifies an affinity relationship between a group of virtual machines and a group of hosts. There are \\'required\\' rules
(designated by "must") and \\'preferential\\' rules (designated by "should".) A VM-Host affinity rule includes the following
components. One virtual machine DRS group. One host DRS group. A designation of whether the rule is a requirement
("must") or a preference ("should") and whether it is affinity ("run on") or anti-affinity ("not run on"). Because VM-Host
affinity rules are cluster-based, the virtual machines and hosts that are included in a rule must all reside in the same
cluster. If a virtual machine is removed from the cluster, it loses its DRS group affiliation, even if it is later returned to the
cluster. https://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-60/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vsphere.resmgmt.doc%2FGUID

2FB90EF5-7733-4095-8B66-F10D6C57B820.html 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three Authorization types are valid in vSphere? (Choose three.) 

A. Group Membership in vsphere.local 

B. Global 

C. Forest 

D. vCenter Server E. Group Membership in system-domain 

Correct Answer: ABD 

Explanation: The primary way of authorizing a user or group in vSphere is the vCenter Server permissions. Depending
on the task you want to perform, you might require other authorization. vSphere 6.0 and later allows privileged users to
give other users permissions to perform tasks in the following ways. These approaches are, for the most part, mutually
exclusive; however, you can assign use global permissions to authorize certain users for all solution, and local vCenter
Server permissions to authorize other users for individual vCenter Server systems. 
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Reference: https://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-60/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vsphere.security.doc%2FGUID74F5
3189-EF41-4AC1-A78E-D25621855800.html 

Global Permissions Groups in the vsphere.local Domain 
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